
7/15/73 
Dear Barry, 

The enclosed carbon of my apeeel tinder the Freedoe of Information law to Archibald Cox is for your inforeation, not for a story. 
Prior to teestefusai, my personal vise of Cox was roughly that von Eeffean expressed in a recent column. That explained his selection to me. This merely =afire., it. An its own wey, his concept of his role is not much less authoritarian then Nixon's is of his. 
Dutken. with other recent devolopeents, not the least of which is John Miteeeleva self-casting in the function of lightening rod, it fills no with apprehension. 
Today's Poet reports that Cox is loading his staff with lawyers. To the :avenge person thee may seem appropriate for a special prosecutor. However, what this case needs is investigators experienced. in %be kind of invostigationtequiree. Ala federal investi-gative agencies arc in thiscase compromisedpe the story also indicates. If there is Agy indication that COX has or tier_ engagea Madame,. I am Unaware of it. So, what the hell is he going to take to court's:nee 100 4
y own experience with lawyers as investigators is extensive, personalnd extends back to the Ws. They are notoriously bad Investigators. I know of no lawsohool with even a single course ininvestieations. 

"lawyers are as notoriously dieseterested in anything smacking of malpractise att doctors. In this case virtually every posoib2e or potential defendant is a lawyer. Cox's personal record in this area von Hoffman addressed tether well, I think. 
Now comes Joe- Kraft to toll us that COX is uniquely equipped to do he job," in today's Post. In my view, whether or not he is suited, be is unequieekdeccept with money. 
I am not complicated by indebtedness to sources, which is not an accusation. So, /can look at all agencies with suspicion. I an suspeibious that Mitchell was celled in advance of Ehrlicbman by the Senate committee. °pee Marlichman teed off on MitChell. on camera as he seems to have in private, Mitchell's position would have beendifferent or at least such more difficult. Moreover, if this did not occur to the committee, ittas eueeeeted to it by a lawyer in MY presence. It shifted its schedule for Noore, but not for the possibilety of opening Mitchell up more? I have been a Mitchellewatcher because he prevented my getting public Information. 'There is much in hiexecordinat was appropriate to his questioning. Nothing in his record outside Watergate was referred to. Here the: departure is from the lawyer's norm. 
1/Unt's book fascinates me. have gone through about a third of it. Without so intending he has effectively ended most of the fictions about the Bay of Pigs,. including the one on which the Post and the N.Y.Times were gulled. To this point I have seen several tlinee that I will follow in my  own way. I don't know whether the others will interest you. 
Not related to Watergate is his statement that Drescher (Droller to Schlessinger in 1000 Days, beginning p. 230) got his name "Lea Bender" from the Bender Building. If true, I wonder why? Could he have bad a previous connection with it or an office in it?"Drolier" is not indexed iu Schlesinger. Hunt eve he met with Schlesinger, but nether Hunt nor "Edward*" is indexed and Itemeober neither from the long treatment. Haunt's self-portrait as an incompetent escaped him and his editors of aimilar political perspective. With some of his iunjustified) creeks at Schlesinger, I think it is passible that if Schloaingerenowa him, he might say something. Schlesinger avoids nemineethe CIA operative who !mocked the Cuban heeds at the Skyways Motel in Miami to form the Cuben Revolutionary Council (beginaine about p. 243). I haven't gotten far eaough to lets:, if liunt seem he is the one. 



Not eumeeting that it need moan anythLve but on the offdlance that in the future you may meat to levee it, lot ne report a few of the connections of the names of these gunt-connected groups with the investigation of the .3141,4132aseination, the govertrealtils and nine. 
Oswald used the former- address of the CRC on his New Orleans literature, hardly a pro-Castro Act. The FBI never etoppe4 withholding thisfram the Weer= Comisaion. Latinate-1y, it eot the proof from the Seeret.Seevice. The FBI also dissembled about this direeseld. other occupants, one of whom had aeon Chicago SAIL. I brought this to light in ey fourth book. David Fertie also used that address. 1!erriewas the subject of at least tee FBI reports I - haw that were withheld from the Commission, one in connection with the allegation of running urea to Cuba, thee - other in connection with his sole in the Frente in New Orleans. (If you did not react the galleys, the *elite people were pull it was part of CRC, which was to be the govarnmesit in exile in aunt's scheme.) Ditto-  for Forrie'e young friend add homosexual keel:sent-mate, Layton Martens, later. indicted by Garrison for perjury (he did cots:iit it and Walked no to help him cop a plea, but Garrison drolved thecnse). Mattons was also a Frente functionary. attouet • then a kid. Cauald's notebook hae the name of the CRC head in New Orleans in it, dis-guised by a =eon device with him, a simple misspelling. The FBI transcription hides it furthor,ee does its "interview with him, a mere six typed Limes. This man, Frank Bartec, later.flew planes in the Congo for the CIA. In the late spring of 1968 he told mole was still under "Washington protection." An. FIX agent Warren deBrueys attended Frente meetings in New Orleensi uti4 Ferris, and never mentdonsd it in hiemports. Instead he tried to hassle the witness, whoseteetimony was inhibited by the right...wing Commisaihn lawyer, Wesley Liebeler. The CRC was subsidised by the CIA through: April 1963. All its tend the Frente's) politicalactivity in the NOW Orleans areas was under hunt, from what Hunt says of his own role. Some of these people, friends of General Walker and Dilly Jeers Margie, later surfaced in Cuban-Americana for iiixon-alialew is. the 1968 campaign, with others of the some political °clam One in particular helped fix the "rent label. on Oswald, who :gas an anti-Comeaniat, despite appearances. 

. Unlit is incomplete in areas where no nec-dwasmrved..a3 in biding in his book what his own Who's Who listings show. (I gave on Woodward copies of- theseend a tabulation made from them.) One of these items is his am:dor:lent to Montevideo. I would imagine the then ambassador might say more about Hunt than Ssules Sunday piece had. 
Hunt's limited reform:toes to his second /lexicon career provides enough leads for learnigg ranch, eupecially with police cooperation. "Sdm" should be easily identified and from Hunt's account, should be quite willing:to talk about Hunt. And we was well known there prior to his 1960 return. Ae had spent two years there Jith a State cover. 
To the point I've reached, there soma to be a pattern in 1=untie use of names. Those he doesn't like he does name, usually fully. Those he likes among his fellow spooks he does not, Miami Should be crawling with his enemies, like the Ray people. Sown what he • says about Ray, they also might have a few interesting recollection. If hunt's past were to be of interest. One of these hunt likes is givero, of Bianisede,144aximoI exposed or helped expose, I'm not now sure which, the paper's and the owners' Marl connections, back in 1941, in a maipsine pieee.(For Walter Annenberg!) 
If you wont to try to tap anti-anti-Castro sources in Mexico, Cedric Belfrago *mad be able to direct you. He is at Apartado 630* Cuernavaca Noraloa. (To mar knowledge he is not a Communist, by the way.) He may be able to refer you to Mexico City reporters who say be able toap police sources.- I donut know. 

Sincer.e/y, 

Harold Weisberg 


